
CURRICULUM VITAE

I was born on August 6, 1950 in Grab, Montenegro (former Yugoslavia).

1982 – Acquired my PhD in the field of atomic and plasma physics, at the Faculty of Physics in Belgarde, under the
title: “Regularities and Systematic trends of Stark Width and Shift Parameters of Spectral Lines in Plasmas”.

1985 -1987 Spent two years as fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation from Bonn (Germany) at the
University Düsseldorf developing plasma UV-spectroscopy at the tokamak UNITOR and performing measurements
of the plasma instabilities in the scrape-off layer at the tokamak TEXTOR in Jullich (Germany).

1987 – 1991 Worked as a guest scientist at the Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics in Garching by Munich
(Germany) performing measurements of the magnetic field configuration at the stellarator W7AS as well as the
measurements of the limiter heat load.

1975 – 2000 Was working in the Institute of Physics in Zemun (Serbia) on investigations of the plasma force-free
configurations and in 1995 I acquired the Research Professor degree.

2000 – At the end of 2000 I chose to leave the Institute of Physics and went my own way to discover and learn the
Nature’s principles and laws of creation.

After 10 years of progression toward that sacred goal, I have finally succeeded and now I know many of Nature’s
creational principles and laws (unknown until now) and I can apply them to simple and efficient creations which
constitute the basis for a new quality of life on this planet.

I am a pioneer in creating with the New Conscious Energy and building a new civilization without electricity.

My discoveries as independent researcher in the last 22 years:

1. Experimental verification of the true “ATON” cell, atom and particle concept: light rings spinning around
the centering Mind point which is the source of energy and from which the light rings borrow energy in
order to spin, to move.

2. Discovery of so called “centeredness” of wave fields and on that base invention of Tesla Radiation
Balancer, the first certified device without electricity for balancing (centering) of imbalanced (not centered)
harmful wave fields, particularly microwave radiation.

3. Discovery of the Natural Nuclear Waste Management System RBI101 – the ONLY solution for the nuclear
challenge on the global scale. My natural nuclear waste management system RBI101 enables promotion of



Nature’s supreme principle that there is GOOD in everything, i.e., it turns this “negative” precept into the
following great GOOD for this civilization: enables the integration of all nuclear waste (low, middle and
high level) into the natural life cycle in a manner that solves the immense challenge of nuclear waste
disposal FOREVER (100% efficiency), enables the release of water from underneath and creation on the
surface of a few feet of decayed fertile soil and water necessary for organic life thus adding materially to
the world’s food supply, enables foresting of vast areas of the world with date palms and carpeting them
with a verdure, enables the release of enormous amounts of oxygen which together with the enormous
reduction of radioactive emission into the atmosphere will contribute to the stopping of both the negative
earth’s climate changes (global warming) and the oxygen depletion, as well as to the
earth’s rebalancing: reestablishment of the optimal environmental temperature range and reestablishment of
the optimal oxygen content in both the atmosphere and the waters, and enables creation of millions of new
work opportunities worldwide.

4. RBI101 - ZERO MONEY SOLUTION FOR NUCLEAR WASTE, NEGATIVE CLIMATE
CHANGES, DESERTIFICATION and DROUGHT. Disclosure of for so long kept hidden the truth that
“climate change” is a just fancy word, the smoke screen for RADIOACTIVITY KILLING ATMOSPHERE
AND ALL ORGANIC LIFE ON THIS PLANET, as well as the truth that all words desert could be turned
into the fertile soil and forests FOR ZERO MONEY, if the huge money that is currently used for keeping
nuclear waste as safe as possible, would be used for implementation of my RBI101 solution.

5. Disposal of nuclear waste in world’s deserts essentially includes distribution of very small quantities of
nuclear waste deep into the desert sand over vast areas (thousands of miles) of MANY deserts either by
plowing very deep furrows and placing very small quantities of nuclear waste at the very bottom of the
furrows or by using a drilling technique to perform the same task. The depths where small amounts of
nuclear waste should be placed must be determined experimentally so that no leakage of the radioactive
radiation to the surface of a desert can occur. Bringing nuclear waste underground into its natural proper
place, deep into the desert sand, and distributing it in very small amounts over vast desert areas, enables the
nuclear waste to fulfill its necessary useful purpose, which is preparing the soil for organic life - oxygen
dependent life - to live, by causing underground countless billions of microscopic explosions within the
desert sand to release water and create fertile soil (humus, nitrogen, carbonic gas, oxygen and water) for
organic life and other necessities for vegetation and human life. 

6. Discovery of the true value of the PI number and solution of the in science unsolvable problem of “squaring
the circle”.

7. Discovery of the power of human conscious intent and rebalancing within two months of the damaged
brain (Alzheimer) of a 5 year old girl with power of verbally expressed conscious intent. Watch the video
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iU-C7x0rXTQ&feature=youtu.be

8. Discovery of the true concepts of energy, mass, speed of light, gravity and electricity and derivation of my
equation of creation which properly describes both the generation (compression) phase of creation and the
degeneration (radiation) phase of creation, as well as their simultaneous occurrence and sequential
repetitiveness. This right equation definitely retires the famous Einstein’s wrong equation from 1905 of
“equivalence of mass and energy”.

9. Discovery of the presence on our planet of the new conscious energy and its unit Deca and its many unique
characteristics and ways of conscious unlimited creation with it, in order to build a new civilization without
use of electricity.

10. Discovery of the relationship between Consciousness and energy: energy is created by Consciousness and
energy is server of Consciousness fulfilling every our desire if we ALLOW energy to serve us.

11. Discovery of the Nature’s radar principle which is the great intercommunication system for recording of all
effects of motion and repeating them to all other effects in the universe at the speed of light.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iU-C7x0rXTQ&feature=youtu.be


12. Discovery of the absolute protection (protection from anything at all times) with The White Christed Light
remotely (distance-less), instantly and permanently using my I-Change technology and my new energy
Deca101 conscious chip.

13. Discovery of the conscious chip Deca101 with which every human desire could be fulfilled without
electricity.

14. Discovery of the truth about human being, Consciousness, relation of the human being to physical body,
relation of human being to Creation (this material universe) and the true laws and concepts of creation. We
human beings (Higher Universal MAN) are Consciousness, pure Awareness, I Exist, I Am, I AM THAT I
AM Being. The only truth is Consciousness; everything else is an illusion as creative concepts.

15. Discovery of the natural way for enlightenment (ascension, realization) using unlimited power of human
conscious intent and allowance.

16. Discovery of the essence of the Zero Point as the point of creation and how human Consciousness can use
it in conscious creation, even without any hardware.

17. Discovery that there are no unified fields – all fields are personal: my desire, my energy, my light, my
gravity, my EMF fields, and so on. There is no common energy, but personal energy. My energy is
communications of my soul – my desire is compressed into my energy.

18. Discovery that there is no vacuum any more anywhere in Creation. Vacuum it is filled with neutral
potentials – that’s the space - which are waiting for desire of my consciousness to activate it into my energy
and set in motion.

19. Discovery that Consciousness creates illusion of reality with IMAGINATION. Even human being is
imagination of the Soul – the joy of being.

Last six discoveries are far ahead of Quantum Physics.

I wrote two books: “We are yet coming into the knowledge” (Belgrade, 1997), and "Jesus Christ: "The Truth About
My Life"" (Belgrade, 2009) and I wrote six e-books which are available on my website: “GOD IN THE ATOM”,
“DODECA 101 LOVE ENERGY”, WAKE-UP CALL FOR THE PEOPLE OF LIE, PALESTINIAN’S
EXTERMINATION IS THE EVIL GOAL OF THE JEWISH OLIGARCHY, HEAVEN ON EARTH and SHINE
YOUR LIGHT AND DON’T TAKE SIDES.

I speak English, German and Russian.

Website: http://www.teslastyle101.com

I AM LAKI of sovereign domain

http://www.teslastyle101.com/

